performance tactic both engages in and encourages a key step of what Jenn Stephenson calls "performative witnessing" (45), a form of ethical witnessing that requires the witness to cede any control over the narrative, and to recognize and act on their own culpability within that narrative. This narrative about the Underground Railroad, which effectively solicits performative witnessing, goes beyond asking white spectators like myself to recognize the ways in which we benefit from living in a white supremacist society, in order to ask all spectators to examine how we perpetuate or resist white supremacist ideology in the narratives we choose to reproduce. 1 By coupling personal narrative with headphone verbatim, Freedom Singer effectively solicits this witnessing to engage in a complex look at Canada's accepted national narrative regarding the Underground Railroad, interrogating who has been left out of the narrative and modeling ethical encounters with those underrepresented voices, and with the narratives that those voices challenge.
Freedom Singer in Brief
Freedom Singer is a documentary play chronicling performer Khari Wendell McClelland's travels across Canada and the United States in search of information about his great-great-grandmother Kizzy-information including but not limited to what kinds of songs she would have sung and heard as she journeyed to Canada to escape slavery. McClelland previously explored this family history in a research trip that spawned a series of concerts through the CBC and a television documentary for this same broadcaster. Freedom Singer represents the theatrical incarnation that premiered in 2017 in Toronto before touring nationally. I attended the premiere of this production; although the work has undergone revisions throughout its tour (Kushnir) and may undergo greater changes if it tours outside of Canada (McClelland) , this analysis will thus focus on the production as it first appeared in Toronto, from my (subjective) perspective as both a scholar and audience member.
The play begins with McClelland, a Canadian musician, silently standing center stage as audio plays from one of his recent performances. In the audio he is introducing himself to his audience and explaining that he likes to begin each performance by having the entire audience repeat the name of his grandmother, Kizzy, on the count of three. In the recording the audience obliges. When it fades out, McClelland-the live onstage performer-repeats this introduction for his live audience, and we in turn invoke Kizzy. McClelland then launches into a monologue on the little he knows about his ancestor beyond family mythology: namely, how Kizzy escaped slavery, following the Underground Railroad to Canada; how she lost her legs in the cold Canadian winter; and how eventually she moved back to Detroit, where McClelland was raised before he also, following in his ancestor's footsteps, moved to Canada.
To tell both this history and the research required to uncover it, the play uses three performers-McClelland, jazz vocalist Tanika Charles, and musician Noah Walker-and calls on three related kinds of documents: McClelland's personal reflections, interviews he conducted on his research trip, and scraps of music and/or lyrics from the 1850s that he unearthed. Each type of document is delivered differently. McClelland recounts his personal narrative directly to the audience through monologues, likened to an extended version of the "between the songs banter" present in concerts (Nestruck 2017) . Through these monologues McClelland relates information about his great-greatgrandmother (although there is little to tell); in addition he discusses his childhood, revealing moments in his own life where he met with racism, both in the United States and Canada. Interviews delve into the histories of the Underground Railroad and of Gospel music, as well as the interview subjects' personal experiences of racism, which are recreated with the help of audio transcripts. Sometimes, the audio recordings of interviewees' voices are projected out for the audience while McClelland plays himself, but at other times they are projected only briefly before he puts on a large set of headphones and begins reciting interviewees' words as monologues, using a device variously known as recorded delivery, automatic recitation, or headphone verbatim (although for the purposes of this essay I will be using the term headphone verbatim exclusively).
2 At this point the audio projection is cut, and the audience can no longer hear the original recording-only McClelland's recreation of it. Occasionally, when he is recreating an interview with a female interviewee, Charles also puts on headphones, and the two performers recreate the interview as a two-hander scene.
As for the musical documents, McClelland adapts the music he collected into his own new creations, weaving lyrics about contemporary issues like police brutality in with the traditional spirituals or setting the original lyrics to jazz-and funk-inspired melodies, performing these songs live with the help of Charles and Walker. These songs, numbering ten in all, form the backbone of this play and represent the culmination of the singer's research; they are the alternative narrative that he creates in conversation with the historical record, while the personal monologues and headphone verbatim scenes stage the work, sometimes deeply personal, that went into making these informed conclusions about which narratives the performer would integrate.
Subjectivity as a Recognition of Individual Culpability
Kizzy, absent from the archive and accessible only through McClelland's family mythology, does not remain the central subject for long. McClelland quickly turns his attention to creating a connection to his ancestor by engaging with the music of her time. His choice to describe his trip as a search for his ancestor, however, provides an autobiographical frame to the research journey that then incorporates the rest of the show's material. As both a descendant of a freedom runner and as a musician, McClelland situates himself as the ideal person to take on the task of researching the music of the freedom runners. The autobiographical frame, often used to counter or complicate claims of objectivity (Snyder-Young 887), here seems an understandable choice. Since the evidence being examined-namely, unrecorded history and musical traditions-is absent from the historical archive, the researcher must rely upon subjective information-namely, personal stories and oral histories of his interviewees. Because of this frame, however, even factual sources, such as they are, are not offered to the audience as such. Rather than presenting artifacts as objective markers of truth, the autobiographical dramaturgy allows Freedom Singer to present artifacts as pieces of national narrative whose meanings are dependent on the individual's reception of them. National and personal narratives interweave to highlight the subjectivity of the former and the responsibility of the latter, as demonstrated with two illustrative examples of how Freedom Singer presents the "artifacts" of a "Canadian Heritage Minute" and a slave ring to the audience.
The Canadian Heritage Minute is a commercial-length bit of sepia-toned storytelling that any Canadian would recognize. Freedom Singer uses audio from one of these recognizable pieces of national propaganda to briefly represent Canada's accepted narrative regarding the Underground Railroad. This particular minute presents the familiar narrative of Canada as the end of the Railroad, depicting Liza, a young black woman, panicking that her father has not arrived in Canada yet, while a white woman attempts to assure her that all will be well, saying, "You both made it past the border yesterday. We've all done this before." No sooner have these words been said than the white savior is proved right. A carriage arrives, bearing Liza's father, who has been secreted over the border hidden in a hollow church pew. The authoritative voice-over completes the picture: "Between 1840 and 1860 more than 30,000 American slaves came secretly to Canada, and freedom. They called it the Underground Railroad." This is just one of many Canadian Heritage Minutes, produced by Historica Canada, a nonprofit that describes itself as "the largest independent organization devoted to enhancing awareness of Canadian history and citizenship" (Historica Canada), all of which feature the tag line "A Part of Our Heritage." These videos were played with such consistency and frequency on Canadian television that the audio alone is sufficient to call to mind the entire video, including the often over-the-top acting, costumes, production values, and branding that mark it as particularly, officially Canadian.
Notably, although the video is clearly extant, archival evidence of the way that Canada tells stories about itself and its relationship to slavery, McClelland and Kushnir choose not to play the video, but rather the audio alone. McClelland stands center stage, and although Walker and Charles never leave the stage, the two musicians are well-lit only during musical numbers and in the few instances where Charles takes on the secondary role in a headphone verbatim scene. The result is that as we in the audience listen to the audiotape, we watch McClelland receiving and processing this information. His reaction quickly transitions from dismissive eye-rolling to more pensive consideration. This choice highlights his role and by extension our collective roles in the audience as both receiver and transmitter of national narrative, and our own knowing chuckles dissipate as we begin to listen more closely. The clip's familiarity challenges us to consider how much our own knowledge of the "real history" of the Underground Railroad (not to mention the myriad other historical moments that we may have first learned about through Canadian Heritage Minutes) is already predicated on artistic interpretations and collective acts of storytelling rather than exclusively on hard evidence. Meanwhile, witnessing McClelland's reaction to the clip asks us to question our own reception: How much of the national narrative have we received uncritically? This question pops up repeatedly, especially as McClelland's interviews expose a variety of seemingly innocuous inconsistencies in the historical record. For example, he reveals that "Follow the Drinking Gourd," a song commonly taught as an example of music from the Underground Railroad, was written well after the abolition of slavery. The song's true status as apocrypha is perhaps an innocent-enough historical omission, but likely one that persists because it supports the image of Canada as a safe and welcoming place for those escaping slavery.
Shortly following the Canadian Heritage Minute, McClelland reenacts his visit to the Halifax Freedom Museum, where, given what he knows about Canada and our accepted national narrative regarding the railroad, he is surprised to find a slave ring. This device, used to chain slaves to trees, was found well north of what is now the Canadian border. 3 McClelland does not share this discovery via photography or physical evidence from the museum, nor does he project statistics regarding slavery in Canada or otherwise engage in Piscatorian authenticating devices common to documentary theatre (Paget) . Instead, McClelland mimes holding the slave ring in his hands as he describes their effects and those of shackles on the human body.
Once more, what we are asked to bear witness to is not the document itself, as much as it is McClelland's reaction to this evidence. By operating within the autobiographical frame and not providing evidence beyond his personal experience, the production asks spectators to witness not the atrocities of slavery, but McClelland's discovery that his chosen home has committed these atrocities along with the United States. Rather than becoming secondary witnesses to the trauma of slavery, we watch his act of working through that trauma-an important difference, the impact of which is best outlined by Wendy Hesford. In her analysis of the documentary play Guantanamo: Honour Bound to Defend Freedom she discusses the potential for documentary theatre to sink into The trap of voyeurism and thus allow spectators to walk away feeling that they are merely bystanders (or possibly even victims) to the tragedy they have witnessed.
The trap of voyeurism corresponds to what Julie Salverson calls "the erotics of injury," wherein performers stage the pain or trauma of others without placing themselves in the narrative. Depictions of trauma in which the performers and by extension the audience are not implicated, Tomlin demonstrates, may produce an affective or empathetic response; however, that is likely all they will solicit, an affect that restricts the audience to the role of "cultural tourist" (124). Guantanamo avoids this trap, Hesford illustrates, by staging the testimony of someone not necessarily witnessing trauma for the first time, but "working through trauma at the interpersonal, intercultural, and international level," and in doing so "reach [ing] out to audiences to do the same" (54). The autobiographical frame of Freedom Singer similarly reaches out to the audience. By staging McClelland's moment of discovery, and how that discovery influenced the story he would tell through his music, Freedom Singer does not ask us merely to sympathize or simply feel guilty about our country's past crimes; the frame that focuses on McClelland's subjective response to historical documents, rather than on the documents themselves, asks us to recognize the subjectivity of our own responses to national narratives, and in doing so recognize both our culpability and agency. We may not be direct victims of the violence that McClelland describes, but his critical encounters with other archival sources keeps us from placing ourselves as mere bystanders, because we too have interacted with these narratives-receiving and transmitting them, perhaps unquestioningly.
Of course, there are still risks inherent in McClelland's choice to tell the story of his ancestor and those like her through the lens of his contemporary experience. The use of one's own story to tell the story of another is always fraught, especially when dealing with such weighty subject matter as slavery and trauma. There is the potential that telling another's trauma through one's own experience, in this case with McClelland foregrounding his own discovery of trauma narratives, will minimize the trauma of the original victim (Gubkin) . He thus treads carefully, discussing his own experiences of racism as continuations of a system of white supremacist ideology, while resisting equating his experiences with those of his ancestors subjected to slavery.
Indeed, this is a tricky negotiation that Project: Humanity knows well. The company bills itself as "one of Canada's leading developers of Verbatim Theater: transforming original interview transcripts into drama," and prides itself on including "a multiplicity of local voices and perspectives" and maintaining a "rigorous social justice mandate." As mentioned above, the company's previous two verbatim plays also used autobiographical frames, with Kushnir appearing as himself onstage. The autobiographic lens in Small Axe was the subject of academic and popular debate, due largely to the fact that Kushnir, a white theatre-maker, was staging his research into homophobia in the Jamaican diaspora. The play turned away from the research itself and toward a self-indictment and exploration of Kushnir's complicated motivations for engaging in the research. Much of the ethical stickiness present in Small Axe is thus related to the fact that a white theatre-maker used the experiences of people of color to tell an autobiographical story, indicting while simultaneously continuing to exercise his own white privilege. This disparity in privilege is not as present in Freedom Singer; 4 yet, the comparison is helpful because both productions still carry similar risks of minimizing trauma, of using other people and their stories as props or illustrations, of positioning the autobiographical subject as superior by delineating between one who can empathize with trauma and those who can only "be" traumatized (Ahmed 118) . Examining Freedom Singer in discussion with Small Axe can thus help us to see how the company has grown in response to the critiques of its previous production. While Small Axe was praised for investigating the "white knight" ambitions of documentary theatre-makers and audiences (Berto 92) and providing a "bracing look at white privilege and the legacy of colonialism" (Sumi n.p.), even the most positive reviews included questions about how, by placing Kushnir center stage and focusing on his experience, the autobiographical frame restaged the white privilege that the play sought to address. The tension is best exemplified by one glowing review that called Small Axe a "worthy exploration [that] chops away at the big issues surrounding documentary theatre-and problem plays in general," but that still ends on a note of uncertainty about the ethics of the production: "But, at the end, more questions: Did I just watch one more play about a white guy navel gazing instead of a play about a black people? Did these five black actors become props for Kushnir and Dilworth's exploration of their own privilege? Instead of writing a play about 'passing the microphone,' why didn't they simply pass the microphone?" (Nestruck 2015) .
A look at Freedom Singer's unique deployment of headphone verbatim, a new tactic for Project: Humanity and one that the theatre-makers markedly adapt to suit their needs, will illustrate how some of the above-mentioned risks were mitigated, along with how the performance technique was used to model performative witnessing.
Headphone Verbatim as Alienation and Invitation to Listen
Headphone verbatim is a documentary play-making and performance technique wherein the playwright records their interviews but does not transcribe them, relying upon an audio file rather than written script. In performance actors listen to this audio script via headphones and attempt to recreate it, complete with the rhythms, cadences, false starts, and coughs of the interview subjects, as faithfully as possible. The technique is inspired largely by American documentary theatre-maker Anna Deavere Smith, who prepares the scripts for her one-woman shows by listening to audio recordings of her interviews repeatedly and exhaustively, memorizing not just the words, but also the intonations and rhythms of her subjects (Wake 2013, 326) . UK actor and director Mark Wing-Davey adapted this method for a 2001 workshop titled "Drama without Paper" (Wilkinson 135 ) wherein he noted that "in rehearsals, while the earphones were still on, the delivery was all the more extraordinary" (Hammond and Steward 80), and so adapted Smith's rehearsal technique into a performance technique, forgoing memorization and retaining the headphones onstage. The form has been slowly gaining in popularity in recent years through the work of playwrights Roslyn Oades in Australia and Alecky Blythe in the UK, both of whom cite Wing-Davey's workshop as their inspiration (Wake 2013, 324) . Both Smith's work and that of the above-mentioned headphone verbatim actors are often described as "alienating" or "Brechtian" (Hilfrich; Luckhurst; Wake 2013; Weber), although just who is alienated, and from what, depends on several factors, arguably the most important of which being how the spectator is positioned in relation to the original speaker whose words the actor is recreating. Smith's scripts include several instances of the interviewees referencing her as the interviewer, directly addressing the audience as if they were Smith and thus inviting the spectator to take on Smith's role (Reinelt 1996, 615 ) and repeat her act of "critical listening" (Hilfrich 312). As both interviewer and performer Smith is present yet absent onstage, presenting no personal information and thus not offering herself up as a character. Similarly, by playing all the roles herself, regardless of age, race, and gender, Smith's performance creates a distance between the audience and the research subjects, which prevents spectators from too closely identifying with the interviewees. She is conscious of performing the "obvious gap between the real person and [her] attempt to seem like them" (Smith 1993 , xxxvii; emphasis in original). In describing her process she explains that "I try to close the gap between us, but I applaud the gap between us, I am willing to display my own unlikeness" (xxxviii; emphasis in original). Critics discuss the effect as being akin to that of Brecht's "Street Scene" (Hilfrich; Weber) wherein it is clear that the performer is not fully recreating or becoming another person, but instead is presenting that person's identifiable markers and thus drawing attention to the outside socioeconomic forces that create that "type" rather than that individual (Brecht) . In this case, then, the spectator is alienated both from the performer and the original speaker.
Conversely, the physical presence of headphones in headphone verbatim can invite spectators to believe that they are getting practically unmediated access to the original speaker. In contrast to Smith's demonstrations of "critical listening," the appeal of headphone verbatim to Blythe seems to be the uncritical nature of the performer's listening. Actors performing headphone verbatim usually have never met with the interviewees and never memorize their words, instead listening to the audio anew each night and attempting to recreate the words almost instantly. Although Blythe describes the actor's listening as "active," the immediacy of the performance, for the playwright, is predicated on the fact that "with so much going on in [the actors'] heads, this leaves almost no time to consider how they will deliver [the lines]" (Hammond and Steward 81) .
Actors have likened the process of performing headphone verbatim to "speaking in tongues" (L. Taylor 371), while critics' responses are best represented by one description of the process as "possession" (Williams) . This description locates the performers as conduits for the research subjects rather than interpreters, minimizing the performer's work of interpreting or thoughtfully engaging with the words. Nonetheless, dramaturgy scholar Mary Luckhurst asserts that headphone verbatim "works in the manner of Brechtian alienation, serving as a constant reminder that actors are presenting material rather than identifying with it" (215). While she similarly locates the performer as a conduit rather than as a site of emotional or intellectual labor, Luckhurst argues that the alienation is taking place between the spectator and the actor, rather than the spectator and the original speaker, to whom the spectator is presumed to have barely mediated access. The headphones then function as a visual reminder of the original speakers and thus heighten the "aesthetic of authenticity" (Wake 2014, 84) common in much documentary theatre. In staging anonymous voices (as the works of Smith, Blythe, and Oades all do to varying degrees) documentary theatre can also draw on the mystique of anonymity by giving the audience the sense that they are getting "off the record" or "insider" information (Bottoms 59) . Blythe capitalizes on this mystique, saying that "audio allows greater access to underground worlds" (Hammond and Steward 84 ).
McClelland's use of headphone verbatim, on the other hand, repurposes the performance technique to address some of the pitfalls of autobiographical theatre detailed above. His unique use of the form distances spectators from the original speakers by highlighting the spectators' lack of direct access, and by contrast his own more direct access. McClelland's use of headphone verbatim is unique in three ways: how he positions himself; how he reveals the audio; and how he performs the audio. First, McClelland, like Smith though unlike Blythe or Oades, is both the researcher and performer. Framing the play as a personal-journey narrative about his research trip drives home the fact that, although he is listening to the audio live onstage, it is always a return to a story he has heard before and a deliberate re-listening and retelling. This gesture of re-listening serves to locate authority over the story with the original speaker, indicating as it does that even with repeated listening, McClelland cannot, or chooses not to, tell these stories unaided. He thus models the first step of performative witnessing: that of being a willing listener who cedes control over the narrative, no matter how many times one has heard it.
Second, in contrast to the majority of headphone verbatim plays, Freedom Singer projects short sections of the audio for the audience to hear before the performer dons his headphones, thus granting the audience momentary access to the source material, which is not common in headphone verbatim. 5 In contrast to Blythe's actors, who may be recreating the material without identifying with it, McClelland, first through the autobiographical frame and then through denying the audience full access to the audio, reminds spectators that he will always have greater access and connection to the material. He has met these people and chosen their words as those he would not just stage, but embody, reserving the use of headphone verbatim for the words of "important guides" (McClelland). He thus stages not simply the act of listening, but physically embodies the words of those whose influence he has internalized. Simultaneously, we are watching McClelland claim access to this audio-audio that we will only access through his mediation. While he cedes control over the narrative by re-listening and demonstrates connection through embodiment, the act of denying the audience full access encourages spectators to recognize their distance from the original speakers and thus their inability to exert control over these speakers' stories.
The third important difference in how Freedom Singer deploys headphone verbatim lies in the fact that the performer recreating the audio is not a trained actor. McClelland is a trained musician, but this is his first theatrical endeavor. He thus notably lacks the mastery of someone like Smith, who even as she performs her unlikeness is widely recognized as a virtuosic actor (Reinelt 1995) .
McClelland not only performs his unlikeness, but allows the audience to see just how unlike he is. His repeated audio disclosures, coupled with his earnest though inexpert mimicry, remind the audience that his recreation is not perfect and inherently always an adaptation. We can hear his attempt to mimic the rhythms of the original speaker, but McClelland can of course never sound exactly like the voice we have all just heard. It is a reminder that engaging with repertoire will necessarily involve "misses," evolutions, and reworkings as the repertoire passes through a new body. These are the "misses" that Diana Taylor discusses as synonymous with new interpretations and that contribute to the creation of "a somewhat new original" each time the repertoire is reinterpreted or recreated (xx). By making the misses and McClelland's status as interpreter particularly visible to the audience, Freedom Singer deploys headphone verbatim not just to gesture to the play's basis on real people, but to model the actual work of trying to embody or encounter another for the audience.
In a way, McClelland's use of headphone verbatim can thus be said to honor the form's original inspiration: that of Smith. In her performances she models the behavior of "putting yourself in another person's shoes" (Smith 2017) . The "unlikeness" of a light-skinned black woman performing, for example, an elderly white man renders visible the impossibility of perfect, uncomplicated empathy, while the skill of Smith's performances show just how much understanding can be achieved even as we accept that impossibility. Although McClelland does not labor to embody a wide variety of people whose bodies and experiences are vastly different from his own (or at least he does not foreground these differences), the performance of his own "unlikeness" still champions the necessity of empathy, while refusing to frame that empathy as uncomplicated or easily achievable. Freedom Singer does not provide much biographical detail about the interview subjects, although it is reasonable to assume that, given the research interests and expertise of the subjects and the number of interviews that include subjects recounting their personal experiences of racism, many of them are people of color. It is also reasonable to assume that, given the range of the subjects' professions (including authors, tenured historians, musicians, and his own working single mother), they represent a range of socioeconomic positions. McClelland shares intersecting identities with some of his subjects, but performs his own "unlikeness" by making the audience aware of his lack of vocal verisimilitude, reminding us that not all experiences of racism are the same and refusing to let one subject-or more accurately one experience of one subject-stand in for the experience of an entire group of people. Near the beginning of the performance he shares a Ta-Nehisi Coates quote that begins, "Slavery is not an indefinable mass of human flesh. It is a particular, specific, enslaved woman, whose mind is as active as your own, whose range of feeling is as vast as your own." Reflecting the influence of both Smith and Coates, McClelland's labor performs the impossibility of fully embodying another, the difficulty of constantly reengaging with painful experiences, and the responsibility to keep those experiences specific. His repeated act of listening and repeated attempts to perfectly embody another even as he shows us the impossibility of this task frame empathy as a process rather than an achievement, one that is never fully complete.
Music as a New Mythology
If headphone verbatim models one half of performative witnessing, then McClelland's musical adaptations model the remaining half, staging his intervention into the narrative in which he has recognized his culpability. Having collected his research, he follows in the tradition of the Freedom Singers of the civil rights movement, adapting traditional spirituals to reflect contemporary issues (Rose) . Jazz and funk elements blend with the original spiritual in the interweaving of archive and repertoire that makes documentary theatre such a dynamic way of rewriting histories (Martin 19) . By creating new music that embraces the influences of the freedom runners and his own personal experience, and by placing that music at the center of this play that is about, among other things, Canada's history of slavery, McClelland creates a different narrative of not just the Underground Railroad, but also Canada's depiction of itself as an inclusive, multicultural nation. His counternarrative draws on his experiences both in the United States and Canada to trouble "cross-border comparisons" that depict Canada as an unconditionally welcoming nation (Nestruck 2017 ) "with open arms and open borders" (Maga) .
Freedom Singer does not so much reconstruct the past "in service of a future the authors would like to create," like much political documentary theatre attempts (Martin 19) ; rather, it bears witness to it, bringing the past and present into conversation in service of a future that the theatre-makers would like to create. It was McClelland's aim not to be a "folklorist" working toward accurate recreations, but instead to "build bridges through music" (McClelland, qtd. in La Rose) . A final illustrative example will clarify how this is done. Because of the fragmented nature of much of McClelland's musical sources-scraps of lyrics, melodies, and poems, rarely anything as concrete as sheet music-the idea of accurately recreating the music that his ancestor may have heard and sung was already an impossible goal. One song, however, was available through the archives, so his choice to not accurately recreate even this song is telling. Instead, he uses the same tactic that he employs in headphone verbatim scenes: playing a short section of an audio recording, this time a recording from the early 1900s of a man singing No More Auction Block for Me that McClelland found in an archive in New Brunswick. The recording fades as his own adaptation swells and takes over; an adaptation that embraces McClelland's other musical influences and infuses the old song with new lyrics, as "No more auction block for me" becomes "No more crooked cops for me"-an indictment of the racially motivated police brutality present in both United States and Canada. Globe and Mail critic J. Kelly Nestruck, highlighted this moment in his 2017 review as an illustration of when "the concept that the creators are aiming for comes together most extraordinarily." Indeed, all reviews understandably focused on the musical performances that form this play's center, variously calling them "heartwarming" (Maga) , "redemptive" (Derdeyn) , or "defiant" (La Rose). The critics generally did not make mention of the headphone verbatim scenes, and those who did were quick to dismiss them. Nestruck (2017) described the performance technique as an avant-garde tactic that did not work as well as the performer's "low key natural rapport," while Now Magazine reviewer Glenn Sumi assumed that headphones were used only because the performers could not otherwise remember their lines. In focusing on the music to the exclusion of all else, these reviews miss how the headphone verbatim changes the task of the audience. This could easily be a play about the trauma of slavery and racially motivated violence; it could also, given the often joyous and defiant tone of McClelland's songs, be about moving past that trauma into a hopeful future. Instead, Freedom Singer asks the audience to bear witness to two journey narratives-McClelland's physical research trip, and his emotional and intellectual journey of working through what his research uncovered-to create a new, more inclusive mythology. By returning to his research and re-listening to his interview subjects and their painful stories in-between singing songs about resistance and hope, McClelland creates a play that is not just about traumatic experiences or moving toward a new future, but instead he also stages the difficult and continued work required to move between those two states.
The musical backbone of this performance has the potential to offer easy answers for spectators unsure of the appropriate response to being confronted with hard truths about their national narrative: for example, to sing along or purchase the album. Indeed, throughout the performance there were a few instances of spontaneous participation, as spectators sang along to familiar scraps of music. It is not until toward the end of the show that the audience is formally invited to sing along in some simple call and response, and were this a concert instead of a theatre piece, our literal response to that call might have felt adequate. In singing along and invoking Kizzy's name once more at the end of the performance the audience takes up a part of McClelland's mythology.
Yet, unlike Paget's true story hero, McClelland has foregrounded the deeply personal and subjective nature of his own act of "working through," so that while we can take up his mythology and sing his songs, we are aware that these are only the conclusions. In his unique use of headphone verbatim McClelland has demonstrated that the conclusions are only part of the picture; he asks the audience to bear witness to the work of encountering others' stories-work that, in re-listening each performance, he presents as never fully done. There is no longer an auction block, but there still certainly are incidents of racially motivated violence and discrimination, such as police brutality, that we must confront. 6 The play thus fosters performative witnessing by presenting a mythology for the audience to accept, perhaps to disseminate in their own efforts to recognize their culpability in perpetuating a flawed national narrative; however, the play also challenges the audience to look for the "misses," the gaps even in this new mythology. Here, performative witnessing is presented as a circular process, a working through that repeatedly returns to the stories of others, and tries repeatedly to bear witness, even while knowing that to fully know another's story may be an impossible task.
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